The Mysterious Cat

By Lyn

There was a white cat standing by my door, there was a star in its
chest and it looked like a chinchilla that rolled into a cat. It has been
standing there for an hour now, and it is bugging me because whenever I
look out the window, the cat is giving me those puppy dog eyes. It finally
left and I was relieved from those teary eyes. But when I heard a “meow”,
I turned around and saw the same exact cat.
Those eyes were convincing me again but I can’t have a cat, I’m not
allergic to them or anything but just it’s my parents who are allergic to
them. Then the cat suddenly disappeared in thin air, I was wondering did
the cat just go to a different dimension? I wanted to know very bad, for
the first time in my life, I wanted the cat to come back the next day so I
could follow it. Weirdly, my wish came true the next day.
I think the cat brought something in its mouth, it looked like a letter
wrapped in glitter ribbon. The ribbon looked like it could give someone a
sparkly hand like a bottle of extra fine glitter. It took the glitter out of
the cat’s mouth, and opened it. It said this “Dear Isabella, you have been
chosen to be a cat keeper, but not just any cat keeper, you are a keeper
who takes care of the rarest cat’s in the world. Please accept this
invitation. Sincerely, Annabell. I could not believe it! I have been accepted
to this cool cat keeper job!
I don’t know if my parents are going to agree, but I think they won’t
let me. I needed to keep this a secret from my parents, or I could be
busted! I needed to hatch up a plan, something that could keep my
parents distracted when I go away. I rolled from side to side on my bed, I
was like a cat who drank too much coffee! But still, after sleepless nights,

I have no plan. I need one though! Being a cat keeper of rare cats is a big
deal for me.
The next day, my next-door locker neighbor, hid in her locker the
whole day. I was thinking like Girl,, how can you stay like that the whole
day? That is impossible. But that actually gave me an idea! In my first
class, homeroom, I was doodling in my notebook writing down my plan to
escape without my parents knowing. Finally, I was finished! Yes! That felt
like years without a Starbucks Unicorn Frappuccino. But it is over, and I
start that plan today!
I made a fake person that looks like me so my parents could get
tricked. I also put a microphone in the body so when my parents ask me
something or tell me something. The device is connected with another
device that beeps when my parents ask me something and I can reply to
them. I got everything done, just one more thing…. I have to go to
Starbucks to get a Unicorn Frappuccino!
I wrote back to the guardian of rare cat’s and said that I could be
one of the keepers. She then wrote back in a very short letter saying that
she was really happy that I accepted her invitation. Then she said that my
job starts today at exactly 5 pm. My heart was thumping so hard like I
was starting to have a heart attack! I jumped around my bedroom, over
and over and over quietly because I did not want my parents to know what
was happening up there.
I packed my bag, full of cat toys, treats, and my special device that
beeps when my parents ask me something or tell me something. I was
ready, to be another guardian of the rare and mystical cats! Then

something suddenly popped into my head. Where exactly is the place
where I should go? I sat there, until it was exactly 5 o’clock and then
there was a glitter bomb that exploded and there was a car, made out of
pure and extra fine glitter just waiting for me to ride on.
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!
I hopped on immediately and the ride was even better than a roller
coaster ride I rode before! It was even more intense and it was SO much
more glittery. Finally, I arrived. There were the rare cats and the
guardian. She was dressed like an angel with gold linings over her dress
and a pair of cat ears over her head. Then Annabell said “Welcome to the
safe place for the rare and mystical cats.” “Here you will take care of all
the cats with all of your love.”
I didn't even get a chance to speak because after she said that
sentence, she handed me the uniform and told me to get dressed in the
dressing room. I finally got dressed and told her that. Then she went down
on her knee, When she did that, I felt like she was proposing to me! She
said there was one last step, she asked me that if you are a true rare cat
guardian, you have to wear a pair of cat ears to show that you are special.
And of course, I said “Of course! I will! “she handed me the cat ear
and I wore it tall and proud on top of my head. Then she said I was a true
cat keeper now so I will get to take care of the rare cats now.
The cats seem to really like me, and I seem to really like them. But
sadly, this was all a dream.

To be continued…………….
P.s. there is no second part of this book!

